In this paper, a recently proposed level-oriented model for machine analysis and synthesis of natural languages is investigated° Claims concerning the preservation of context-free (CF) languages in such a system are examined and shown to be unjustified.
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Central to this model is the notion of a "multi-level" or "stratified" grammar. The generation of a sentence at the highest ("deepest") level of the grammar proceeds by a set of context-free (CF) rules| the output of these rules is then transduced to lower levels by a series of pushdown store automata. The output of the final transduction is some "surface" representation of the sentence to be generated.
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CF-Preservatlon under Transduction
The whole system des£ribed in the preceding section is said to be "weakly equivalent to a CF phrase structure grammar" (1:148, 221). This assertion is claimed to In a recent article, however,-Ginsburg and Rose (6) have shown that the earlier theorem on which they there is a CS based TG that will generate it (9:4.1).
As the authors point out (ibido:33), it is imperative to set out and find conditions under which a TG will generate only recurslve languages. One such condition would be to restrict the base of a TG to be CF; however t t-nls will still not guarantee recurslvlty (9:4.2)°
